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ABSTRACT

The paper contains information on experimental studies and
calculation codes, related to molten fuel-coolant interaction,
material movement and relocation. Some calculation results for
the BN-800 type reactor are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Before the Chernobyl NPP accident, in the regulatory
documents for the beyorid design basis accidents having been in
force at that time the implementation of engineering means for
limiting their consequences was not required, and only
organizational measures for personnel protection and civil
population evacuation were envisaged.

The present regulatory documents require to provide in NPP
design the engineering means for the limitation of beyond design
bases accident consequences: core meltdown probability of 10"^
1/r.year; probability of radioactive products release outside the
reactor boundaries above the allowable level of 10"' 1/r.year.

This stimulated the investigations of the severe accidents
including unprotected transient over power (UTOP); unprotected
loss of flow (ULOF); loss of ultimate heat sink (LOHS);
propagation of an accident in a single fuel subassembly (S/A) to
the whole core. Some other accidents and their combinations are
possible but the above ones incorporate the whole spectrum of
physical phenomena occurring in the course of accident
development. In Fig. 1-6 there are presented initial events,
processes taking place in the course of accident development both
in a single S/A and in the whole reactor and the objectives of
investigation of these processes. As it is seen from the figures the
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investigations of molten fuel-sodium interaction as well as molten
fuel movement and relocation are of great importance for the
reactor safety assurance.

Despite the financial difficulties in Russia, the investigations
of the above problems are under way.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

2.1. Molten fuel-coolant interaction

Since 1986 the studies of this problem were carried out,
using simulating systems. There is a great volume of
investigations in this area abroad. Our work does not duplicate
the foreign one. In the experiments performed in this country a
lot of procedure findings have been made, some new information
on the interaction processes physics has been obtained.

The different contact modes between interacting substances
have been considered (melt compact mass or jet impingements on
to coolant surface, reentry of the coolant into the voided channel
of the failures S/A, etc.). Here we shall not dwell upon this point
because a special paper is to be presented at this meeting.

2.2. Simulation of fast reactor accidents at pulsed graphite
reactor (IGR).

Some experiments have been carried out at IGR. These
experiments simulated transient overpower accidents.

A typical set-up of experiments is given in Fig. 7. Fragments
of fuel pins (length was 120-180 mm), thermocouples for
temperature measurements in fuel pin (FP) central channel, on
its surface and in the coolant as well as gauges for measurements
of pressure were placed in a sealed ampoule filled with coolant.

In December 1992 three series of experiments were
performed at IGR with irradiation of FPs by intense neutron
pulse (fluence ~10^ n/crn^, ^l/2~^-^s) m the reactor central
channel.

First series studied behavior of FPs made of UO2 in stagnant
sodium at its initial temperature of 500°C. Test container had two
sealed ampoules filled with sodium. Each ampoule contained two
FPs with enrichment of 2% and 10%. The second series studied
behavior of two FPs of uranium mononitride (2%-and-10%
enriched, respectively) in static lead coolant.
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The third series of the experiments investigated behaviour of
a BN-800 fuel assembly model, having six fuel pins (2%-6% - and
10% - enriched) under conditions of sodium circulation at a rate
of ~2 m/s during ~3s.

In experimental series specific energy releases in fuel pins
varied from 20 Kj/gU-235 to 30 Kj/gU-235. Data of one
experiment are presented in Fig.8 (the third series).

At present an analysis of experimental data is going on.

2.3. Program of future investigations.
Now the project on safety investigations for the International

Science and Technology Center (ISTC) has been prepared. In this
project the experiments studies the phenomena occurring at fuel
melting are planned.

The objective of the project: carrying out experimental and
calculation studies on enhancing fast reactor safety and economic
efficiency; work on investigation of fuel pin and subassembly
behaviour under transient accident conditions; obtaining of
experimental data on the core at high temperatures and high
rates of their variations, of physical characteristics and constants
of the processes; the development and verification of the
calculation codes on the basis of experimental data.

Scope of activities related to this meeting items:
- Investigation of thermodynamie properties of materials up to a

temperatures of ~4500°C.
- Simulation of fuel elements operation conditions at sodium

boiling.
- Simulation of UTOP and ULOF accidents.
- Studies of molten fuel-sodium interaction.
- «The development and verification of calculation codes to

describe different stages of accident processes.

III. CALCULATION INVESTIGATIONS

Since physical processes accompanying severe accidents with
coolant boiling and core meltdown are rather complicated, and
computational capacities are limited, these accidents are
calculated in several stages. So, safety analyses is performed with
codes describing separate successive stages of an accident.
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A short description of the models and codes related to
molten fuel-coolant interaction as weff as of mat'eriaf movement
and relocation are given below.

3.1. Molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI)
Mathematical model used for the molten fuel-coolant

interaction analysis is the following set of equations:
- the first law of thermodynamics;
- sodium state equation;
- transient thermal conductivity equation for fuel particles;
- polytropic process for fission gas;
- coolant moving equation (mechanical constraint).

The model allows to take into account interacting fuel and
sodium masses as functions of time.

Hydrodynamics of coolant is described in acoustic and
inertial approximations.

When sodium boiling begins, heat is transferred from fuel
particles to sodium through the vapor film covering particle
surface.

Mathematical model includes equations describing reactor
cover gas thermodynamics in the upper reactor cavity taking into
account gas flow to compensation tank.

The model allows to take into account the initial presence of
a fission gas and sodium vapor in the reaction zone from the
beginning of MFCI

This model is used in two calculation codes:
The LOCAL code is intended for the calculation of pressure

pulses resulting from MFCI inside the failed subassembly and the
wrapper wall stresses and strains caused by these pulses. This
code was used at the safety analysis related to S/A-to-S/A
failure propagation,

The calculations for the BN-800 reactor show, that partial
melting half the S/A fuel pins and more result in a wrapper wall
rupture. The main role is played by incoherence of the pin
melting process and the presence of sodium vapour in the
reaction zone.

The INTERACT code is intended for the calculation of
pressure pulses due to MFCI in the whole core. In these case it is
very important to make proper calculations of a vapour
condensation on the "cold" surface of the above core structures.
These pressure pulse calculations are used to evaluate the reactor
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vessel and roof plug performance. As to the BN-800 reactor, its
vessel and rotating plug were designed with taking in to account
power burst in case of ULOF accident resulting in thermal energy
release of ~2.45 * 10^ Mj. This figure referees to an old core
version with positive sodium void reactivity effect. For this core,
ULOF accident is accompanied by positive reactivity input (with
reactivity rate ~10 $/s) resulting in fuel melting. After loss of
criticality the fuel temperature is ~4050K. Calculation results of
molten fuel-sodium interaction are presented in Fig. 9.
Mechanical energy release in the course of accident is of ~50 Mj.

In the new core version a sodium boiling does not result in
positive reactivity input, therefor the core meltdown probability
is very low. Even if core meltdown dose take place, the
mechanical energy release will be much lower than is the case
with old core version.

3.2. Material movement and relocation.
There are a set of calculation codes being used at a safety

analysis for failures or accidents in sunge S/A and in the whole
core.

3.2.1. S/A accidents (failures)
The SUBMELT code is intended for analysis of wall melt-

through process occurring in failed and adjacent S/A as a result
of their contact with small pieces of molten fuel.

Flat multilayer medium is considered, consisting of fuel layer
with internal heat sources, failed S/A wall, sodium layer between
subassemblies, adjacent S/A wall and sodium flowing inside.
Thermal conductivity equation is solved taking into account
phase transitions related to the fuel and wrapper walls melting
and sodium boiling. In order to describe phase transition by
thermal conductivity equation, conditionally large heat capacity is
used, leading to distribution of phase transition temperature
within some small temperature interval.

According to user's wish, this code can calculate three
physical models of the process:

Model 1: failed S/A wrapper wall being completely melted
moves together with fuel until it come» into contact with the wall
of undamaged S/A.
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Model 2: failed S/A wrapper wall is completely melted; fuel
moves until it comes into contact with the wall of adjacent
undamaged S/A.

Model 3: during melting-through of both failed and
undamaged S/A wrapper walls, fuel movement occures through
the molten layers until contacting with the wall part which is not
melted.

The calculations showed that there is no adjacent S/A wall
melting because the thickness of the fuel layer contacting with
the wall is not thick enough for this purpose. In is explained by
the fact that only solidified fuel crust remains on the wall and
the rest of molten fuel is streaming down.

MELTPROP code describes penetration of failed subassembly
molten fuel pool into the fuel pin bundle of adjacent
subassembly. Mathematical model takes into account phase
change of the melt and heat transfer to the fuel elements,
solidified fuel crust forming on their surfaces, crust tearing off
together with claddings, getting into the melt flow and
subsequent changing the melt properties. Ceasing of melt
entrance into the adjacent S/A is simulated by the following
mechanisms: cross section blockage with solidified fuel crusts on
fuel element surface, and melt volumetric freezing resulted from
heat transfer to the particles of torn off crusts and cladding
having lower temperatures.

One-dimensional flat flow of incompressible one-phase two-
component (UO2 + molten cladding steel) liquid is considered,
directed across the pin bundle in the adjacent to the failed
subassembly. Real cross section around each fuel element is
replaced with equivalent area annular channel. In the course of
movement, heat is transferred from the melt to fuel elements
located in flow area. Physical properties of liquid are considered
dependent on steel content in it.

Crust on the fuel element cladding can be formed of
solidified flowing materials and it can increase blockage of
subassembly cross section. The crust remains until the cladding is
broken off from the fuel pin on achieving certain temperature
criterion value. After crust is torn off, particles of crust and fuel
cladding are moving at the speed of liquid fIow.

Heat transfer between liquid flow and crust and fuel
cladding solid particles is described in one- element
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approximation. Onlv radial thermal conductivity is assumed for
fuel elements.

Melt movement equation, melt front location, and steel
transfer are calculated in explicit way. Temperature distribution
in the melt and fuel elements, as well as crust thikness increase
are determined by implicit methods.

An analysis of the calculations has shown their large
sensitivity to input data: pressure drop, initial molten fuel and
pins temperatures, time constant of crust and of cladding
particles, etc.

The calculations of the BN-800 S/A failure have shown that
at an initial pressure drop between 8/As of no more than 0.1 MPa
and an initial fuel temperature close to the fuel melting point the
molten fuel does not penetrate for more than 6 rows of fuel pins
in an adjacent S/A (less than half a S/A cross-section). This will
not lead to fast further propagation of a failure under conditions
of normal heat removal from the rest part of S/A.

This code has been tested by experiments on molten fuel
propagation, performed at Winfrith.

The comparison of experimental data with calculated results
indicates a need to take into account a multidimensional
character of the process.

3.2.2. The whole core accidents
The CRUST code describes the process of molten fuel

movement in the set of one-dimensional vertical flow channels,
each of them being separated annular zone i.e. the part of the
whole core.

Only molten fuel movement is considered taking into account
the fact that sodium and fuel element claddings are absent by
this time. Gas fission product effect is not taken into account.

The model of this phenomenon is described in the following
qualitative way. Before the fuel melting begins it is heated up by
heat release (rated and decay heat). Molten fuel pours into the
channel filling completely its cross section. Then gravity and
friction factors begin to contribute to the melt movement, and
heat transfer begins from the melt to solid unmelted parts of fuel
elements (crust formation on cold parts or surface melting occurs
depending on specified conditions).
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Upper, unmelted part of fuel moves down as lower layers
melting goes on, or it remains immovable, depending on input
data.

In the course of mass transfer, average over the cross section
fissile isotope content change occures resulting in power profile
change over the core height.

This code is used together with neutron codes to evaluate the
reactivity effects due to recrificality.

Calculations of reactivity input due to molten material
relocation for the BN-800 have given the following results: 7.5 $/s
at the unmoved upper part of S/A and 35 $/s for the movable
one. The thermal energy release during a power burst in the
latter case is 0.27 * 10^ Mj that is by an order of magnitude less
than in case of a power burst due to sodium boiling in the old
core version. It is explained by that molten fuel under
recriticality and a temperature rise is expanding introducing
negative reactivity, with its input rate exceeding that of the
positive reactivity input.

The TRAMS-FDOWN code is intended to evaluate the time
for molten fuel to move beneath core bottom structures to the
special tray. The paper dealing with this subject is to be present
at this Meeting.

The FAZAN code is intended for analysis of severe beyond
design accident consequences, concerning core melting. This code
allows modeling of reactor vessel and other boundary structures
melting-through caused by molten fuel composition.
Mathematical model of FAZAN code is based on set of
hydrodynamics and heat transfer equations, formulated in
"porous body" approximation in two-dimensional cylindrical
geometry. Owing to introduction of distributed porosity and
resistance liquid phase, convection modeling becomes possible not
only for free volume but also for narrow places surrounded with
structural elements.

In the course of calculation, melting-solidifying front
movement monitoring is performed continuously in the volume
under consideration, and configuration change for the cavity
filled with liquid phase, is taken into account. In the impermeable
elements heat is transferred by only conductivity, in liquid phase
- by conductivity and convection.
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FAZAN code has been tested on the problem of melting of n-
octadecan rectangular bar, with heat transferred to one of its
sides.

CONCLUSION

The investigations of MFCI, material movement and
relocation are rather important for safety analysis in case of
severe accidents in LMFBRs.

Until now there was a certain set of calculation codes
describing various accident stages. But the fact is, there not all
these codes have been experimentally tested, and so, the safety
analysis had to be carried out through large margin approach.

Furthe development of experimental possibilities and
calculational tools would allow to enhance both the reactor safety
and its economical efficiency.

With this in view the project on safety investigations within
the framework of ISTC is offered.
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